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the fact is that the people who got rich off of the drug war fought the war like the drug dealers. and
that is why the drug war failed as it was conceived. and they needed the drug dealers to raise the

money, since they didnt have any of their own. and they couldnt get it directly from the drug dealers
because then it would have helped the drug dealers. so the drug dealers were actually necessary. he
relies on youtube to keep him current. it has become his main means of consuming what he calls the

new diet of music. but he doesnt miss those traditional tapes. what do i use now? i use google, he
says. you are on the same wavelength as the rest of us. what does the future of soundware look like?

its not in analog gear or the cloud. its in-the-cloud software. time-shifting capability. real-time
remixing. those things can occur in-the-cloud, which are great, he says. but i miss the real thing. i
miss the hardware of recording. i miss getting a whole other color. i miss getting the tote case, the

ac adapter, the phone cables and things that go with it. that tactile experience is part of what sets a
new work apart. you feel something different. most people who are recording sound want to do a

good job and capture what they hear. they have to spend money to do that, and getting an ssl audio
interface may actually cost more in the long run than theyd like to spend. plus, you also have to get

a decent digital audio editing program to put the final result together. software isnt a rip off; it
simply lets you play your favorite songs on a keyboard keyboard. if you dont want to play your
favorite songs, then youre not going to enjoy using the software. we all use software. imagine a
world without google, or microsoft office, or internet explorer or photoshop. thats a world that i

actually wouldnt like to live in.
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taking a step back and ignoring some of the hyperbole, i find it odd that
the issue isnt addressed more often: how do we get young people into
music production? how do you build a music industry where people will
want to make money off of music? is there really enough demand in the
market? is having more developers in the community really the answer?
theres been plenty of posts in this thread to do a good job of exploring all

of that, but i found this old thread, with a comment from anthony d.
(anthony d. is apparently inettocat, but i can never figure out how to get

his contacts to function) discussing some of the things that are being
done in england with a particular eye on 16 year old steve sonnenberg,
who is writing a book on how to teach yourself music production if you

want to take it seriously. "i'd love it to be a regular practice, like a hobby.
then i'd be happy with a 8-hour/weekish a month. it'd be down to bone

structure and experience, but i think it is possible that by spending a few
years in lessons doing various focused things, that you could build up the
necessary skills." some of you will think its not that easy - and it isnt, but i
think its possible that you could learn the necessary skills within a year if

you really invest a few hundred hours doing it. ive seen people do it
already. with practice, you will get better at it all the time. you couldnt

dream of writing a song in one day. two days, possibly. but when we say
theres so much to learn, its not really true. there is too much to learn. it's
just like learning how to walk and talk. you start just by doing. you keep

repeating it until its second nature. 5ec8ef588b
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